October 24th & 25th • Adorjan Hall 142 • 3800 Lindell Blvd. St. Louis, MO 63108

Thursday, October 24th

◇ (3:30 pm → Wade Memorial Lecture: Dr. Roy Sorensen, “Lying with Arguments”)
◇ Response: Dr. William Ramsey
◇ (6:00 → Wade Lectureship Reception)

Friday, October 25th

◇ (9:00 am → Keynote Lecture: Dr. William Ramsey, “Philosophical Intuitions as Evidence”)
◇ Response: Dr. Roy Sorensen
◇ [11:30 → (Joshua Smart, “A Dialectical Conception of Philosophy” & Response: Dane Muckler)]
◇ (12:20 pm → LUNCH)
◇ [2:00 → (Jonathan Jordan, “Agency and the Doctrine of the Eternal Return” & Response: Sam Murray)]
◇ [3:00 → (Robert Osborne, “An Argument for Methodological Continuity” & Response: Mike Mazza)]
◇ [4:00 → (Daniel Sportiello, “Platonism as a Transcendental Argument” & Response: Jonathan Nelson)]
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